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                    We Are
                                                
                        Traffic Generators
                        Campaign Managers
                        Ad/Mar Tech Experts
                        Performance Marketers
                        Strategic Partners
                        Analytics Enthusiasts                            
                        And More...
                    
                

                We leveraging our background in software engineering, data science, AI and marketing to scale measurable results.

                
                    Discover Our Approach
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                            About Us

                            EAT SLEEP MRKT

                            We are a team of performance marketing geeks, driven by our passion for delivering exceptional results to our partners. With diverse backgrounds in internet marketing, data analysis, and design, we specialize in helping businesses thrive by acquiring high-converting customers.


                            Drawing from our extensive 20+ years of experience, we have mastered the ever evolving art of scaling successful online acquisition strategies. Our expertise lies in leveraging various channels, including email, search, social, display, native, phone, SMS, direct mail, and more.


                            At MRKT, we are dedicated to being your trusted growth marketing partner, focused on driving targeted traffic and optimizing conversions to fuel your business growth.

                        

                    

                    
                

                
            

            
        
        

        
        
            
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            What We Do

                            Our Primary Services

                            We work with companies that sell products or services; understand their specific customer profiles and acquisition cost targets; then implement technology and tracking solutions to best reach and sustainably scale those performance goals.

                        

                    

                

                

                
                

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Development

                            Need help implementing AdTech or MarTech solutions? Let us help you get everything running. 

We're implementation partners with the largest platform providers in these spaces and have experience and the full-stack engineering resources ready for your disposal.

                        

                    

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Lead Generation

                            We work with many partners that operate on cost-per-x (click, lead, call, acquisition..), rev share, or any hybrid models. 

We help you consume the most effective traffic through third-party publishers and networks. Lead scoring, screening, fraud prevention, validation. 

                        

                    

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Marketing

                            Looking for a partner to help effectively manage your own internal marketing strategy or all your outsourced partners? 

We can help here as well and by executing tactical solutions and analytics to ensure the best decisions are being made for your company's success.

                        

                    

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Consulting

                            Don't know where to start or just looking to try something new? 

We'll work with your company to understand your specific acquisition goals and put together a complete strategy for technology and marketing. We won't just leave you hanging if needed we can implement it too! 

                        

                    

                    
                

                
            

            
       
        
        


        
        
            
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            Who We Work With

                            Our Largest Verticals

                            We've built dedicated teams with domain expertise in each of the following verticals.

                        

                    

                

                

                
                

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Insurance

                            Auto Insurance, Homeowners Insurance, Health Insurance, Umbrella Policies, Life Insurance, Final Expense, Identity Theft

                        

                    

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Ecommerce

                            Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Men & Women's Fashion, Dropshipping, FBA, Education, E-Books, Beauty, Health, Fitness

                        

                    

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Finance

                            Credit Cards, Auto Loans, Mortgage, Refi, Personal Loans, Debt Consolidation, Tax Debt, Credit Repair, Investments

                        

                    

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Home Services

                            Home Security, Internet, Cable / TV, Siding, Roofing, Gutters, Windows, Solar, Pest Control, Maintenance, Remodeling

                        

                    

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Automotive

                            Auto Insurance, New & Used Car Sales, Finance, Service Centers, Auto Warranty, Aftermarket, Reanimation, Dealer Marketing

                        

                    

                     

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            Special Projects

                            We work with partners in a variety of other niches. Not sure if you're a fit? Let's talk as we're happy to help guide you either way.

                        

                    

                     

                

                
            

            
        
        


        
        
            

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Have A Project In Mind?

                            Let's Talk
                        

                    

                

            

            
        
        


        
        
            
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            What Is The Best Channel?

                            Everywhere Your Customers Are

                            Every industry has a unique set of customer demographics. We work with all major acquisition channels to custom tailor campaigns that work best for your business.
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                            What Makes Us Happy

                            Partner Feedback

                            We say partners because we truly like to act as an extension of your team. We've built a lot of great relationships over the years and look for everyone to be a success story.

                        

                    

                

                

                
                
                    



                        
                        

                            
                            
                                
                                    MRKT has been our marketing partner for 7 years now. They have generated over $20 million in revenue to our business and continue to be an invaluable asset to our success.
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                                            Nathan M.

                                            ADO

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    With unique ideas and innovative application of marketing strategies, MRKT has been an integral part in generating constructive and real measurable results with our social network project.  We look forward to having them on board for our future online marketing campaigns.
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                                            Astride

                                            CYD

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                                                        

                            
                            
                                
                                    Having worked with the team at MRKT over the past 9 years, it's been a pleasure interfacing with a group so passionate for the automotive industry. It's obvious their company is more than just a business they're running.
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                                            Jason W.

                                            Autotrader

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            

        

                            
                            
                                
                                    MRKT has been a valued partner of Chrome since 2005. The MRKT team has contributed to our product growth and built many showcase integrations for our clients.
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                                            Jamie K.

                                            Chrome

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    Translating business vision and values into a website design is MRKT's strength; their collaborative professional approach consistently delivers outstanding results.
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                                            Judith L.

                                            Transitions Today

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    MRKT's tailor-made software has helped us better understand the business data for our entire group. Their software has solved the data aggregation problems we had long experienced due to multiple disconnected systems at our various lots.
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                                            Brad C.

                                            Airport Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                        

                        
                    

                

                
            

            
        
        

        
        
            
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            Here To Help

                            Connect With Us

                            Send an email to letstalk@eatsleepmrkt.com and one of our business analysts will be in touch.
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